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ABSTRACT

Experiments were conducted with proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) incorporating two different anode and cathode flow field designs to carry the reactants and products to and from the cell. The net performance of the PEMFC was experimentally measured for each case. The net power output from two conventional flow fields: (i) serpentine flow fields on both anode and cathode (ASCS), and (ii) interdigitated flow fields on both anode and cathode (AICI) were compared with two alternate combination flow fields: (i) serpentine on the anode and interdigitated on the cathode (ASCI), and (ii) interdigitated on the anode with serpentine on the cathode (AICS). A fuel cell test stand was used to record the gross power generated by the PEMFC at fixed currents and voltages. The parasitic power consumed by the air compressor was obtained by employing pressure transducers to measure the pressure drop across the cathode flow field. It was found that the pressure drop in the interdigitated channel was much lower than that in the serpentine channel, so the parasitic power loss incurred by the use of the compressor was much lower when the interdigitated flow field is used on the cathode side. The effect of operating conditions including temperature, relative humidity, oxygen flow rate and current density on the pressure drop and net power output is also explored.

ANOVA analysis was performed to suggest confidence levels for the results obtained. Results show that the ASCI cell has the best net power output out of the four sets of flow field combinations under all the operating conditions applied. Energy
efficiency is calculated for each case, and the influence of the flow field combination
and operating conditions on energy efficiency is presented.
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of PEM Fuel Cells

Environmental concerns about modern society’s dependence upon reliable energy sources and global warming have created the need for sustainable energy sources with high energy-conversion efficiency. Among various technologies developed to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels, hydrogen-powered fuel cells are a promising alternative. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), which is also called solid polymer fuel cell (SPFC), is a device that can convert chemical energy directly into electrical energy through an electrochemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen in the presence of a catalyst. The only byproduct of this electrochemical process is water and heat, which makes it environment-friendly. The well-to-wheel energy efficiency for fuel cells is higher than conventional energy conversion devices such as the internal combustion engine for automotive applications, and the steam turbine for stationary power applications [1]. The low operating temperature of the PEMFC guarantees a quick startup and safe operation for automotive applications. There are no moving parts in the PEMFC, which increases its life span, and also reduces operating noise [2]. Based on all the advantages mentioned above, the PEMFC has been considered as one of the best renewable energy sources for the automotive and portable electronics industries for its high power density, clean operation, low operating temperature, and high energy efficiency.
The main components in PEMFCs include a solid membrane, two catalyst-coated electrodes, two gas diffusion layers (GDLs), and two bipolar plates (flow field plates). The schematic of the PEMFC is shown in Fig. 1.1. Reactant gases are fed through the gas channels and diffuse through the GDLs to reach the electrodes, where the electrochemical reactions take place. At the anode, hydrogen splits into protons and electrons as follows:

\[
2H_2 \rightarrow 4H^+ + 4e^- \tag{1.1}
\]

H\(^+\) ions are conducted through the electrolyte to the cathode catalyst layer. Electrons produced at the anode are conducted through the bipolar plates and the external circuit which provides the electricity and arrive at the cathode electrode. Oxygen fed through the cathode gas channel reacts with H\(^+\) ions and electrons to create water and heat:

\[
O_2 + 4H^+ + 4e^- \rightarrow 2H_2O \tag{1.2}
\]

The sum total of the reaction is that hydrogen and oxygen are consumed, while water, electricity and heat are produced. About 50% of the energy in the fuel is converted into electricity, and the rest is converted to heat [5].
As shown in Fig. 1.1, the bipolar plates incorporate channels to transport the reactant gases to the cell, act as current collectors to transfer the electrons to the external circuit to generate electricity, and provide the structural support necessary for the fuel cell. Bipolar plates are typically made of graphite or aluminum, or composite materials for considerations of high electrical and thermal conductivity, durability, low cost, and low weight and volume [6]. Gas channels are cut into the inner surface of the bipolar plates, and the ribs located in between adjacent channels make contact with the GDL. The most important functions of the bipolar plates are (i) distributing reactant gases to the fuel cell electrodes, (ii) removal of product water, excess reactant gases and heat, and (iii) transporting electrons. There are three standard types of gas channel designs that are routinely used in PEM fuel cells: single-serpentine, parallel, and interdigitated. Schematics of these channel designs are shown in Fig. 1.2.
The material and geometry of the channels inscribed in the bipolar plate can have a major influence on the PEM fuel cell’s overall performance due to the role it plays in gas and electron transport, and water and heat management. Spernjak et al. [7] compared the performance and power output of PEM fuel cells with parallel, single-serpentine and interdigitated flow fields, and found that the single-serpentine flow field yielded the best and most stable output; the interdigitated flow field exhibited performance which was comparable to the single-serpentine cell except at high current densities, whereas the parallel cell exhibited much lower and unstable output.

Besides the flow field’s influence on cell output, the performance of PEMFCs is also influenced by the operating conditions such as the operating pressure, temperature, relative humidity (RH), and flow rates of reactant gases. Parametric studies of operating conditions has been carried out by Wang et al. [9], and the experimental results showed the effects of operating temperature, anode/cathode RH, operating pressure, and various combinations of these parameters. Higher pressure in the cell can boost its performance according to the Nernst equation and reduce mass transport voltage losses at high current densities. Balasubramanin et al. [10] also revealed that higher operating pressures can improve fuel cell performance. The
voltage of a single fuel cell was improved from 0.5 V to 0.6 V at a current density of 1200 mA/cm² when the operating pressure was increased from 170 kPa to 300 kPa. However, the power consumed by the compressor also increased by 100% when the pressure was increased from 170 kPa to 300 kPa, which increases the parasitic power loss by 30%. This parasitic power loss has to be subtracted from the fuel cell’s total power output, thus offsetting the voltage gain at higher operating pressures.

To supply reactant gases and operate the fuel cell under selected operating conditions, auxiliary components are needed in the fuel cell system. Pumps, fans, compressors, blowers, heaters, humidifiers, and a cooling system are the major components in the gas supply and thermal management system. Among these components, the air compressor is the major source of power loss in the fuel cell system. Air must be compressed and driven into fuel cell system by the compressor, and work is done on the gas to raise its pressure and temperature. In this work, we define the parasitic power loss as the power consumed by the compressor, which is a function of the pressure drop inside the fuel cell, as described in Chapter 2. A previous study showed that the typical compressor power consumption would be about 20% or more of the total power generated [10]. Flow field designs that cause a higher pressure drop across the flow field channel will increase the reactant pumping power and reduce the system performance [6, 11]. Spernjak et al. [7] also showed that water dynamics and parasitic power loss (the power needed to pump the reactant gases through the flow field) in different flow fields might vary substantially.

1.2 Previous Studies on Fuel Cell Power Analysis and Pressure Drop Behavior

Pressure requirements to pump the reactant gases at a given mass flow rate will depend on the flow field design. For a given width and height of the flow channel, the
overall length and architecture of the flow field will determine the associated pressure drop. Accordingly, the channel pressure gradient across a serpentine flow field is the highest, followed by the interdigitated flow field which experiences a moderate pressure gradient, followed by the parallel flow field which has the lowest channel pressure drop [6], as explained below.

Let the number of ribs in the flow field be $N$, and the length of each rib $L$; from the schematics of the three types of flow fields shown in Figure 1.2, the serpentine flow field has one continuous flow channel whose total length is $L(N + 1)$; the parallel flow field has $(N + 1)$ flow channels each of length $L$; the interdigitated flow field has $(N + 1)/2$ flow channels on the inlet side, and the length of each channel is $L$.

According to Darcy’s law, pressure drop for incompressible pipe flow is:

$$
\Delta p = f \frac{L \bar{V}^2}{2D_H}
$$

where $f$ is the friction factor, $L$ is the channel length, $\rho$ is the fluid density, $\bar{V}$ is the flow velocity, and $D_H$ is the hydraulic diameter. As the channel length in the single-serpentine flow field is much larger than that of the parallel flow field, one can see from Eq. 1.3 that the pressure drop in a single serpentine flow field from inlet to outlet will be higher. In the case of the interdigitated flow field, the pressure drop calculation is more complicated because the gas has to transit from the inlet to the exit channels by passing through the GDL underneath the lands. The pressure drop through the porous GDL has to be added to the pressure drop in the channel to obtain the total pressure drop for the interdigitated design [8].
A higher pressure gradient from the inlet to the outlet requires higher supply pressure for hydrogen on the anode side and air on the cathode side, causing higher power consumption by the compressor, thereby increasing the parasitic losses and lowering the net system power output. Hence the ideal flow field is the one that can deliver the highest net system power output.

A simple cost/benefit study performed by Spennjak et al. [13] showed that at low to moderate current densities, the interdigitated flow field gives better PEMFC system performance than the single-serpentine flow field due to lower parasitic power loss in the compressor. To calculate compressor power for each cell as well as to study the relationship between water dynamics and pressure drop behavior, Spennjak et al. [13] measured the pressure drop across both anode and cathode flow fields as a function of time while recording polarization curves, during cell startup at a constant voltage of 0.2 V, and at a constant current density of 0.5 A/cm² for 30 minutes after cell was operated at OCV for 30 minutes. They found a positive correlation between pressure drop and water content, and a negative correlation between pressure drop and cell performance because a higher pressure drop indicates water flooding in flow channels; a sudden drop of pressure difference denoted water removal from the flow channels and a recovery of cell performance.

The pressure drop behavior from inlet to outlet was used to detect water flooding by Barbir et al [10, 11] at General Motors. The pressure drop increases when liquid water accumulates, and decreases when water is removed from the cell. General Motors patented a method to detect and correct water flooding in PEMFCs by monitoring the pressure drop across the flow fields and comparing them against a threshold reference pressure drop [14, 15]. If the actual pressure drop exceeded the
threshold reference pressure drop, corrective action would be triggered such as reducing the RH, increasing the gas flow rate, reducing the stack current draw, and reducing the absolute pressure. The effect of cell temperature, operating time and current density on the cathode pressure drop was investigated by Liu et al. [12] in a parallel cell. Visualization of liquid water in both anode and cathode flow channels in an operating cell showed that the pressure drop depended strongly on the liquid water content in the flow channels, and that it increased with current density and operating time.

1.3 Research Objectives and Test Procedures

To improve PEMFCs’ energy efficiency, one could investigate the use of different channel designs on the cathode and anode sides with a focus on reducing the parasitic power losses and thus improving the net power output in PEMFCs. It has been shown in previous studies that serpentine flow fields exhibit better cell performance than interdigitated and parallel flow fields. However, they also require a larger share of the cell’s output power to drive the reactants across the cell which could result in lower energy efficiency at high current density due to higher parasitic losses. The goal of this thesis is to explore flow field combinations with the serpentine flow field on one side and interdigitated on the other, to learn if either one of those combinations delivers a higher net power than either serpentine or interdigitated flow fields on both sides. Two combinations of channel layouts: (1) serpentine channel on anode and interdigitated channel on cathode (ASCI), and (2) interdigitated channel on anode and serpentine channel on cathode (AICS) will be explored at low and high current densities to identify the combination that gives the best net power output. A series of experiments has been designed to compare the net power output and energy
efficiencies of these two new flow field designs and compare them with conventional approaches employing the same channel layouts on both sides. This thesis reports results from studies with four sets of fuel cells with flow field combinations on the anode and cathode side as listed in Table 1.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Anode flow field</th>
<th>Cathode flow field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASCS cell</td>
<td>Single-serpentine</td>
<td>Single-serpentine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICI cell</td>
<td>Interdigitated</td>
<td>Interdigitated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICS cell</td>
<td>Interdigitated</td>
<td>Single-serpentine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCI cell</td>
<td>Single-serpentine</td>
<td>Interdigitated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Flow field combinations used in this work

We operated each fuel cell at the operating conditions listed in Table 1.2 in order to investigate the performance of each flow field combination under different operating conditions, as well as to determine the net power by studying the effect of operating conditions on the pressure drop from the inlet and the outlet of the flow fields.

First, we define the operating condition in the green area in Table 1.2 as the baseline operating condition, and conduct baseline tests for each flow field combination. Parameters that were varied one at a time are also listed in Table 1.2. One parameter was changed at a time while using the baseline values for the remaining parameters. For example, when the influence of oxygen flow rate is explored and the flow rate is set to 1 slpm in the test, all the other parameters are set to the values in the first column, namely discharging at 0.6 V, cell temperature is 70°C, and anode and cathode RH are both 100%. As shown in Table 1.2, nine separate test conditions were run for each of the four flow field combinations. For each specific set
of test conditions, three independent runs were conducted to assess repeatability. Hence, a total of $9 \times 4 \times 3 = 108$ tests were conducted, and the net power output and energy efficiency of the four flow field combinations compared under different operating conditions. Representative pressure drop profiles for each fuel cell were measured and monitored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage/current density</th>
<th>0.6 V</th>
<th>0.5 A/cm$^2$</th>
<th>1.0 A/cm$^2$</th>
<th>1.5 A/cm$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>70°C</td>
<td>60°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode RH</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode RH</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen flow rate</td>
<td>2 slpm</td>
<td>1 slpm</td>
<td>4 slpm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen flow rate</td>
<td>1 slpm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2 Operating conditions employed in tests (green area is the base line)

Due to an occasional malfunction in the temperature controller of the PEMFC humidifier, the reactant gas humidifier temperature fluctuated from time to time, which affected the pressure drop and power performance of the PEMFC system. Although inadvertent, this fluctuation provided us with an opportunity to gain a better understanding of the relationship between gas channel pressure drop and fuel cell performance in realistic situations. Therefore, we conducted a detailed investigation of the pressure drop behavior at constant voltage and constant current density under large humidifier temperature fluctuations to improve our understanding of the mechanism that controls the pressure drop. The anode humidifier temperature experienced fluctuations of $70^\circ\text{C} \pm 15^\circ\text{C}$ and the tests were run at a fixed current density of 0.5
A/cm² or a fixed voltage of 0.6 V for 30 minutes for each cell. All other operating conditions were set to the baseline conditions as listed in Table 1.2.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The goal of this study is to improve the net power output of a PEM fuel cell by employing different channel layouts on the anode and cathode sides. Net power output will be compared for all four permutations of serpentine and interdigitated flow fields on the cathode and anode sides, for different operating temperatures and relative humidities. Chapter 1 described the background and motivation for this work along with the objectives. A description of the experimental setup and fuel cell test procedure is given in Chapter 2. The representative results showing pressure drop, parasitic loss and net power output for fuel cells with different flow field layouts are presented and discussed in Chapter 3. The influence of various operating conditions such as temperature, oxygen flow rate and relative humidity on pressure drop and power output is also presented in Chapter 3. The relationship between operating conditions and energy efficiency for each flow field combination is also discussed. Chapter 4 presents the correlation between fuel cell output and anode pressure drop under large fluctuations in humidifier temperature, and investigates the mechanism behind this correlation. Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings of this thesis, and suggests potential future work.
Chapter 2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TEST PROCEDURE

2.1 Fuel Cell Components and Design

The objective of this thesis is to measure the net power output from fuel cells employing different combinations of flow fields on the anode and cathode side. A total of four combinations as listed in Table 1.1 were investigated. Accordingly, serpentine and interdigitated flow field plates were designed and fabricated. The flow field channels are 0.1016 cm (0.04 inch) wide × 0.1016 cm high (0.04 inch) × 5.0038 cm long (0.5 inch) with a 0.0686 cm land width separating the channels in both flow field plates, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The active area of each flow field is 25 cm². The flow field plates are made of 1.27 cm thick gold-coated aluminum 6061-T6. Other associated components include end plates (2.5 cm thick Al 6061-T6) and current collectors (0.2 cm thick gold plated aluminum).

Each end plate has one 180 W, 10 cm long embedded heater. A thermocouple is bonded to the cathode end plate to control the cell temperature to within ±2°C of the set value.
Figure 2.1 Schematics of interdigitated and single serpentine flow field designs built and tested in this work

Identical membrane-electrode assemblies (MEAs) were used in all tests, and each was comprised of a 5 cm × 5 cm Nafion NRE212 membrane (50μm thick) sandwiched between two sheets of catalyst-coated gas diffusion electrodes (GDE) loaded with 0.5 mg/cm² Pt (purchased from FuelCellsEtc). The MEAs were fabricated by hot-pressing the Nafion membrane between the two GDEs at 130°C for 2 minutes.

2.2 Fuel Cell Test Station

An Arbin fuel cell test stand was used to test the performance of all the flow field combinations as shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. The electronic load, flow rate, temperature, humidity and back pressure were controlled and monitored by the test stand at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. All tests were conducted with constant flow rates. For our baseline operating condition, reactant gases were supplied at 70°C and 100% RH with H₂/O₂ flow rates of 1/2 slpm, respectively.
2.3 Pressure Measurement Station

Pressure drop across the cathode and anode sides of the cell are measured using four Honeywell pressure sensors – 24PCDFA6A (14-200 kPa, accuracy 0.5% of the full range) connected to the cell’s gas inlets and outlets, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The data were recorded by a National Instruments DAQ board, which served as an interface between the pressure sensors and a computer with LabVIEW, at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. All pressure sensors were calibrated using a water-filled burette as shown in Fig. 2.4 before testing.
Figure 2.3 Schematic of connection the four pressure sensors to the cell.

Figure 2.4 Use of a water-filled burette to calibrate the pressure sensors using a Labview program.
2.4 Test Procedure

For each fuel cell with different combinations of flow fields as listed in Table 1.1, data were collected from cell tests. Test stand data (voltage, current density, cell temperature, humidifier temperature, reactant gas temperatures, and gas mass flow rates) and pressure differentials across the cathode and anode sides of the cell were recorded simultaneously for each test. Each test run measured current data at a fixed voltage, or voltage data at a fixed current for 30 minutes for the nine different operating conditions listed in Table 1.2. Performance and pressure drop data were plotted separately for each test and presented using the same time line. However, Chapter 4 includes some plots which contain performance data overlaid with pressure drop data to study the correlation between pressure drop and cell performance.

2.5 Summary

This chapter presented materials and dimensions of fuel cell components and schematics of flow fields designs employed in this study. Details of the fuel cell test stand and pressure measurement station used in the tests were also described. Baseline operating conditions were described, as well as the methods used to collect and present fuel cell test stand data and pressure differential data.
Chapter 3

RESULTS OF NET POWER WITH DIFFERENT FLOW FIELD COMBINATIONS

3.1 Pressure Drop in Four Flow Fields Combinations

In most previous studies, researchers measured only the gross power from the fuel cell but not the net power. Net power is gross power minus parasitic losses, which are mainly due to the power required to pump air through the cathode flow field. Pumping losses can be estimated by measuring the pressure drop across the flow fields when conducting tests with the Arbin test stands. Experiments were conducted using four flow field combinations as listed in Table 1.1 and cell performance and pressure drops were recorded during testing. Net power was subsequently determined using the pressure drop and cell performance data.

Cell performance and pressure drop behavior were recorded simultaneously after stepping down to a constant voltage 0.6 V from open circuit, and tests were run at standard operating conditions shown in Table 3.1. Current density fluctuated in a small range when the cell was operated at fixed voltage as shown in the following sections. Here, we chose 0.6 V because this is the voltage at which the cell can give a high and steady gross power output. Prior to the test, the cell was operated at OCV for 30 minutes to preclude flooding, and thus the pressure drop and performance data were not influenced by flooding at the beginning of the test. The test duration was set to 30 minutes in order to provide adequate time to observe the occurrence of flooding in the flow channels and any subsequent recovery.
Figure 3.1 shows the anode and cathode pressure differential profile in the four types of cells tested. In the case of the ASCS cell, the average pressure drop was around 28 kPa on the cathode side, and less than 10 kPa on the anode side. For the AICI cell, the average pressure drop is around 12 kPa on the cathode side and 1 kPa on the anode side. These values are reasonable because the gas flow velocities and Reynolds number are much lower in the interdigitated flow field than those in the serpentine flow field. Here, the gas flow velocity is defined at the inlet of each channel, not at the inlet of the bipolar plates. Since the interdigitated flow field contained 16 channels, the cross sectional area available for gas flow will be 16 times higher than the cross sectional area in the single-serpentine channel, so the flow velocity in each interdigitated channel will be proportionally lower [7]. In the case of the AICS cell (Table 1.1), the average pressure drop in the interdigitated flow field (anode) is close to the pressure drop in the anode side of the AICI cell, and the average pressure drop in the ASCS flow field (cathode) is close to that in the cathode side of the ASCS cell. In the case of the ASCI cell (Table 1.1), the average pressure drop in each flow field is also close to that in the corresponding flow field in the ASCS and AICI cells.

In Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, pressure drop curves in anode and cathode flow fields were given for the four types of cells discharged at standard operating condition for 30 minutes respectively. Fig. 3.2 shows the pressure drop curves in ASCS cell, Fig. 3.3 shows the pressure drop curves in ASCI cell, Fig. 3.4 shows the pressure drop curves in AICS cell and Fig. 3.5 shows the pressure drop curves in AICI cell. It is observed that the pressure drop on the anode side is always lower than that on the cathode side even when the flow fields on both sides are the
same because the anode gas flow rate is only a half of the cathode flow rate. Second, it is observed that the pressure drop sometimes increases after the fuel cell had been in operation for a while, which is a sign of liquid water accumulation in channels. Liquid water accumulation in the form of drops and slugs can block the gas channel, reducing the cross sectional flow area of the gas channels, leading to a higher pressure drop according to Darcy’s law. Third, water is produced at the cathode, so liquid water is more likely to form on the cathode side in the cells; this could also contribute to the higher pressure drop observed on the cathode side for each flow field combination.

![Bar chart showing average pressure drop in each flow field during discharge at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions for 30 minutes](image)

**Figure 3.1** Average pressure drop in each flow field during discharge at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions for 30 minutes
Figure 3.2 Pressure drop profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions for 30 minutes

Figure 3.3 Pressure drop profile in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions for 30 minutes
Figure 3.4 Pressure drop profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions for 30 minutes.

Figure 3.5 Pressure drop profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions for 30 minutes.
3.2 Effect of Operating Conditions on Pressure Drop

As stated in Section 1.3, besides the standard operating conditions, eight additional operating conditions listed in Table 1.2 were applied to each cell with the four different flow field combinations. The influence of oxygen flow rate, cell temperature, relative humidity, and current density on pressure drop is presented next.

![Figure 3.6 Pressure drop in AICS cell at oxygen flow rates of 1, 2, and 4 slpm](image)

Figure 3.6 shows the influence of oxygen flow rate on the cathode pressure drop. Here, the pressure drop was monitored at 1 Hz, and the average pressure drop was calculated over the full test duration of 30 minutes. In each flow field, we see that cathode pressure drop is nearly proportional to the oxygen mass flow rate, which is consistent with Eq.1.3. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the pressure drop curves for the AICS cell at different oxygen flow rates. We can see that the average cathode pressure drop is about 14kPa in when oxygen flow rate is 1 slpm and about 73kPa when oxygen flow rate is 4 slpm, which indicates that oxygen flow rate has a major impact on cathode pressure drop in flow fields.
Figure 3.7 Pressure drop profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm for 30 minutes.

Figure 3.8 Pressure drop profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes.
Figure 3.9 shows that the pressure drop reduces slightly when the temperature is reduced to 60°C. From the performance profiles in the following sections, we will see that the current density for 0.6 V at 60°C is lower than that at 70°C. A lower current density means that the reaction rate is lower, implying a lower water production rate and a lower propensity for water flooding. Hence, the pressure drop can be expected to reduce when the current density decreases.
Figure 3.10 Average pressure drop in each flow field during discharge at 0.6 V for 30 minutes at 50% cathode RH 100% cathode RH

Figure 3.10 compares the cathode pressure drop for cathode RH levels of 50% and 100%. The cathode pressure drop at 50% RH is always lower than that for 100% RH. This is to be expected because a lower RH decreases the propensity for flooding. Moreover, lower RH in the inlet gas flow may cause membrane dryout leading to low protonic conductivity of membrane, and thus higher ohmic losses. For a fixed operating voltage, higher ohmic losses will result in a reduced current density, which means a lower reaction rate. As explained above, a lower reaction rate implies water production rates, leading to a smaller pressure drop in the cathode gas channels.
Next, the fuel cell was operated at a fixed current density (0.5, 1, and 1.5 A/cm²) instead of a fixed voltage for 30 minutes to study the effect of current density on pressure drop and net power in the different flow field combinations. For a fixed current density, the cell voltage fluctuates slightly as shown in the performance curves. As shown in Fig. 3.11, the pressure drop increases with current density for the same reasons as presented earlier.

3.3 Parasitic Power Loss Calculation and Net Power

In the preceding sections, the measured voltage and current density data provided the gross power produced by the cell. In order to obtain the net power, the parasitic power losses must be subtracted from the gross power. Usually, compressor power is the major contributor to the parasitic losses in a fuel cell system, so we assumed that the entire parasitic loss can be equated to the power consumed by the compressor to drive air through the cathode flow field [11]. Anode pumping losses are
ignored since in most applications the hydrogen is supplied from a high pressure tank without the need of a pump. Compressor power is evaluated as follows [5]:

\[ P_{\text{compressor}} = c_p \frac{T_1}{\eta_m \eta_c} \dot{m} \left[ \left( \frac{p_2}{p_1} \right)^{\frac{\gamma-1}{\gamma}} - 1 \right] \]

where \( T_1 \) is the inlet temperature (in K), \( c_p \) is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure (in J/kg-K), \( p_1 \) is atmosphere pressure, \( p_2 \) is inlet pressure, \( \dot{m} \) is the gas mass flow rate (in kg/s), \( \eta_c \) is the compressor efficiency, \( \eta_m \) is the motor efficiency, and \( \gamma \) is the ratio of specific heat capacities, \( c_p/c_v \). Here we use values for oxygen at standard conditions: \( p_1 = 100 \text{ kPa}, T_1 = 293 \text{ K}, c_p = 0.918 \text{ kJ/kg-K}, \gamma = 1.40 \), and typical values for efficiencies: \( \eta_c = 0.7 \) and \( \eta_m = 0.9 \). An oxygen flow rate of 2 slpm at 1.33 kg/m³ gives a mass flow rate of \( 4.43 \times 10^{-5} \text{ kg/s} \) [5].

Equation 3.1 was used to calculate the compressor power by inserting the measured value of \( p_2 \) for each cell discharging at either constant voltage or constant current density for 30 minutes. The net power for each test was obtained as the difference between the measured gross power output and the calculated parasitic power loss.

Three tests were conducted for each operating condition and we report the average value for the measured performance and pressure drop. We also calculated the standard deviation and examined the confidence level from an ANOVA analysis. If the standard deviation exceeds the difference between the mean values of net power output, then it cannot be guaranteed that the differences within the same test group can be ignored compared to the differences across different test groups. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the ASCI fuel cell has the highest net power output for the four flow field combinations at standard operating conditions due to the lower pressure drop on the cathode side, and hence lower parasitic loss. The values of standard deviation
presented in Fig. 3.13 show that the variations in net power within the same test group are much too small to affect our conclusions.

Figure 3.12 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cells were operated at standard operating conditions for 30 minutes at 0.6 V. Net power is defined as the difference between total power output and parasitic power loss. The quoted values are in watts.

Figure 3.13 Average net power in each cell; cells were operated at standard operating condition for 30 minutes at 0.6 V. Standard deviations were calculated from three tests for total power output and parasitic loss to assess variations in test results within the same group of experiments.

Since we have three tests for each flow field at the same operating condition, to ensure that the difference in net power of different cells is significant and our
conclusions are robust, we conducted an ANOVA test for four flow field combinations in each test group.

Since we have three tests for each flow field at the same operating condition, to ensure that the difference in net power of different cells is significant and our conclusions are robust, we conducted an ANOVA test for two groups of test results corresponding to the flow fields exhibiting the better results: the ASCI and ASCS cells. Here we set the confidence limit as 95%; so when the p-value of the ANOVA test is smaller than 0.05, the null hypothesis (the mean values of data groups are equal) will be rejected, and we can conclude that there is a significant difference between groups. Conversely, when the p-value of the ANOVA test exceeds 0.05, we cannot conclude that there is a significant difference between groups. The p-values of the ANOVA tests for each case are summarized in Table 3.1. All the p-values calculated by the ANOVA analysis for all the test groups were smaller than 0.05 which confirms that our conclusions regarding which flow field has the better net power output are robust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating condition</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6 V</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 A/cm²</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 A/cm²</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 A/cm²</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anode RH 50%</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cathode RH 50%</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxygen flow rate 1 slpm</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxygen flow rate 4 slpm</td>
<td>3.12E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°C</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 P-values for the net power results for the ASCI and ASCS flow fields at each specific operating condition
3.4 Power Efficiency Discussion

![Pie charts showing power efficiency of each flow field at standard operation conditions at 0.6 V.](image)

Figure 3.14 Power efficiency of each flow field at standard operation conditions at 0.6 V

An example of energy efficiency evaluation is shown in Fig. 3.14 by calculating the fraction of parasitic losses for all cell combinations discharging at 0.6 V under standard operating conditions. We noticed that parasitic losses can be as large as 42% of the total power output. The energy efficiency of the ASCI cell is the highest of all the four cells, whereas the AICS cell has the lowest energy efficiency.

3.5 Effect of Operating Conditions on Net Power Output and Power Efficiency

One specific operating parameter is changed at a time to investigate the net power output of four cells under various operating conditions. As described earlier, the influence of relative humidity on each side, temperature, current density, and oxygen
flow rate on the net power of each cell was investigated, and three tests were conducted for each condition to ensure repeatability.

From Eq.3.1, we see that parasitic losses should double if we double the oxygen flow rate. However, the performance of the fuel cell will also improve when the oxygen flow rate increases because of lower concentration losses. Performance and pressure drop were measured for each cell, and the net power was calculated and compared in Fig. 3.15. As shown, the ASCI cell has the best net power output among the four cells, and the difference between it and the other cells exceeds the calculated standard deviations. It can also be seen that the AICI cell exhibits a better net power output than the ASCS cell because of the large parasitic losses experienced by the ASCS cell at large gas flow rates.

Energy efficiency at high oxygen flow rates were also calculated for the four cells. From Fig. 3.16, we see that the energy efficiency at a high oxygen flow rate (4 slpm) is much lower than that at the standard oxygen flow rate (2 slpm). In particular,
with the serpentine flow field on the cathode side (serpentine and AICS cells), the parasitic losses exceed 80% of the gross power! Current and voltage curves of the ASCI cell at an oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm are shown in Fig. 3.17. In Fig. 3.17 we can see that the current density is stable to 1.1A/cm$^2$ at constant voltage 0.6V.

Figure 3.16 Power efficiency of each flow field at oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm at 0.6 V
Figure 3.17 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes

The net power of the four cells at the low oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm is shown in Fig. 3.18. We note that the gross power output for each cell drops significantly compared with the gross power output at high oxygen flow rates due to increased mass transport losses; however, the parasitic loss at the low gas flow rate is also much lower. Therefore, the net power at 1 slpm oxygen flow rate is still higher than the net power at 4 slpm because of the large parasitic losses at this highest oxygen flow rate; however, it is not better than the net power at the oxygen flow rate of 2 slpm. From the above comparison we can see that there is a trade-off between high gross performance and high power losses when the oxygen flow rate is changed. We also see that the ASCI cell still has the best net power amongst the four cells; however, the difference of the net power between cells is much smaller, and is probably not significant if we take the standard deviation into consideration. According to the p-values in Table 3.1
for this test group, there is still a significant difference between the net power results of different cells since the p-value is smaller than 0.05.

Figure 3.18 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; oxygen flow rate was 1 slpm and other conditions remain the same. Cells were operated for 30 minutes at 0.6 V.

Figure 3.19 shows the energy efficiency of each cell at the oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm. Compared with Fig. 3.16 it is clear that the energy efficiency at this lowest oxygen flow rate is higher, about 75% for each cell. This could be easily understood through Eq.3.1 that a low gas flow rate should result in a small parasitic power loss. Current density and voltage curves of the ASCI cell at an oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm are shown in Fig. 3.20. In Fig.3.20 we see that current density is steady around 0.71A/cm², which is much smaller than it in Fig.3.17 since lower oxygen flow rate can affect reaction rate at the electrodes.
Figure 3.19 Power efficiency of each flow field at oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm at 0.6 V

Figure 3.20 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm for 30 minutes
The influence of temperature on each cell’s performance and net power is shown in Fig. 3.21. We see that the gross performance of all four cells at 60°C is lower than that at 70°C, and the parasitic loss is also lower because of the lower pressure drop. The ASCI cell has the best net power among the four cells.

Since in fuel cell test, size of cell has a large impact on gas consumption and power output, we will discuss how net power will change when size of cell changes. First we give the calculation of power output and oxygen usage in a single cell:

\[ P = V \times I \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)  
\[ O_2 = 8.29 \times 10^{-8} \times \frac{P}{V} \text{kg} \text{s}^{-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

We assume the size of cell doubled, so it would be 50cm². Since current I is proportional to cell size, according to Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.3, power output and oxygen usage will both double. From Eq.3.1 we know that parasitic power loss is proportional to oxygen mass flow rate, which indicates that it will also be proportional to cell size. However, pressure drop will also increase when oxygen flow rate doubled; and it is proportional to the square of oxygen flow rate. So in total parasitic power loss will be more than the double of the cell size. So when cell size doubled, net power output would be much smaller than the twice of the original value, and ASCI cell should still be better than ASCS cell under this situation.
Figure 3.21 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cell temperature was 60°C and other conditions remain the same. Cells were operated for 30 minutes at 0.6 V.

From Fig. 3.22, we find that the average energy efficiency of the cells at 60°C is around 50% which is lower than the average energy efficiency at the standard operating condition (70°C). It seems that the lower power output at low temperature has a larger influence on energy efficiency than the lower parasitic loss. Current and voltage curves of the ASCI cell at 60°C are shown in Fig. 3.23. In Fig. 3.23 we can see that the current density is steady around 0.68A/cm² at constant voltage 0.6V.
Figure 3.22 Power efficiency of each flow field at cell temperature of 60°C and 0.6 V

Figure 3.23 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes
From Figs. 3.24 and 3.25, we see that at 50% RH, either on the anode or the cathode side, all the cells show lower performance than at 100% RH on both sides, while also showing lower parasitic losses. The values of net power for each cell in the two cases are very close. In Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27 we see that the energy efficiency of each cell is between 50-60%, which is higher than the fully humidified case. The low parasitic power loss at 50% RH has a larger influence on energy efficiency than the lower gross power output. In both cases, the ASCI cell has the best net power output of the four cells. Current and voltage curves of the ASCI cell for both cases are shown in Fig. 3.28 and Fig. 3.29. In Fig. 3.28 we see that current density fluctuates around 0.75A/cm$^2$ when anode relative humidity is 50%, and Fig. 3.29 shows that current density is around 0.74A/cm$^2$ when cathode relative humidity is 50%.

![Figure 3.24 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; anode RH was 50% and other conditions remain the same. Cells were operated for 30 minutes at 0.6 V](image)

Figure 3.24: Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; anode RH was 50% and other conditions remain the same. Cells were operated for 30 minutes at 0.6 V.
Figure 3.25 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cathode RH was 50% and other conditions remain the same. Cells were operated for 30 minutes at 0.6 V.

Figure 3.26 Power efficiency of each flow field at anode RH 50% and 0.6 V
Figure 3.27 Power efficiency of each flow field at cathode RH 50% and 0.6 V

Figure 3.28 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 0.6V and anode RH 50% for 30 minutes
Figure 3.29 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 0.6V at cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes

As shown before, the current density also affects the pressure drop in the flow field, which means that it can influence the parasitic losses. The gross power output of the fuel cell also depends strongly on the current density. Here, we operated each fuel cell at a constant current density of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 A/cm² for 30 minutes and calculated the net power based on the performance and pressure drop measurements. As for all the above cases, three tests were run for each current density value, and the average power output and parasitic loss was used to calculate the net power. From the Fig. 3.30, Fig. 3.31 and Fig. 3.32, it is easy to conclude that the parasitic losses hardly change with current density; on the other hand, the power output at 1.5 A/cm² is around twice the power output at 0.5 A/cm². Therefore, the net power at 1.5 A/cm² is much higher than that at low current densities. Observation of Fig. 3.33, Fig. 3.34 and Fig. 3.35 shows that the ASCI cell gives the best net power performance irrespective
of current density. Energy efficiency also increases with current density. At 0.5 A/cm², the net power is only around 40% of the total power output in each cell; at 1.5 A/cm², the energy efficiency is around 70% for each cell. Fig. 3.36 shows that voltage is steady around 0.71V when current density is constant at 0.5A/cm²; Fig. 3.37 shows that voltage stays around 0.61V while current density is 1A/cm²; Fig. 3.38 shows that voltage is around 0.48V when current density is 1.5A/cm².

Figure 3.30 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cells were operated at standard operating conditions for 30 minutes at 0.5 A/cm²

Figure 3.31 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cells were operated at standard operating conditions for 30 minutes at 1.5 A/cm²
Figure 3.31 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cells were operated at standard operation condition for 30 minutes discharging at 1A/cm².

Figure 3.32 Average total power output, parasitic power loss and net power in each cell; cells were operated at standard operating conditions for 30 minutes at 1.5 A/cm².

Figure 3.33 Power efficiency of each flow field at standard operating conditions and 0.5 A/cm².
Figure 3.34 Power efficiency of each flow field at standard operating conditions and 1 A/cm²
Figure 3.35 Power efficiency of each flow field at standard operating conditions and 1.5 A/cm²
Figure 3.36 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 0.5A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes

Figure 3.37 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 1A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes
Figure 3.38 Current density and voltage profile of ASCI cell during discharge at 1.5A/cm² for 30 minutes

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, pressure drop data for four flow field combinations was presented and compared, and the effect of operating conditions on pressure drop was also discussed. It was found that the pressure drop in the interdigitated flow field was usually much lower than that in the serpentine flow field. It was also shown that the pressure drop is nearly proportional to the gas flow rate in the same flow field when other operating conditions are the same. The pressure drop at an operating temperature of 60°C is lower than that at 70°C. Lower relative humidity at either anode or cathode can also result in a lower pressure drop. In addition, high current densities can cause a higher pressure drop in the same flow field when all the other operating conditions are the same.

Also presented in this chapter were gross power output, parasitic power loss, and net power output for each flow field combination and each set of
operating conditions. The effect of operating condition on energy efficiency of each cell was also discussed. The ASCI cell always gave the best net power output for all operating conditions due to high gross power and low parasitic loss. We also found that a lower oxygen flow rate can give higher energy efficiency than a higher gas flow rate. The current density of 1.5A/cm² leads to higher energy efficiency than the current density 0.5A/cm². However, the influence of relative humidity and operating temperature on energy efficiency is not as significant as current density and oxygen flow rate.
Chapter 4
PRESSURE DROP BEHAVIOR IN PEM FUEL CELLS UNDER FLUCTUATING HUMIDIFICATION TEMPERATURES

4.1 Correlation Between Fuel Cell Voltage and Anode Pressure Drop

During fuel cell operation in automotive, portable and stationary applications, the operating temperature and relative humidity could fluctuate due to imperfections in design or minor disturbances in the cooling system or other auxiliary systems. To understand the effect of temperature fluctuations on fuel cell performance and pressure drop behavior, we exploited fluctuations in the humidification temperature of ± 20°C around the set point of 70°C. Figure 4.1 shows the typical pressure drop profiles under such humidification temperature fluctuations. In contrast with the stable pressure drop profiles presented in the section 3.1 wherein the humidification temperature was stable, it is observed that the pressure drop profile in Fig. 4.1 undergoes large fluctuations.
Figure 4.1 Pressure drop profile in each flow field at 0.5 A/cm² after switching from OCV (2 slpm oxygen flow rate); anode humidification temperature fluctuates in the range of ± 20°C. Upper left: ASCS; Upper right: AICI; Lower left: AICS; Lower right: ASCI.

When the time evolutions of fuel cell output and pressure drop are compared, it is seen that the two profiles are strongly correlated. Fig. 4.2 depicts voltage vs. time overlaid with anode pressure drop vs. time for the AICI case. Both voltage and anode pressure drop show a rapid increase at about 2 min, followed by a long period of decline. Another similar upward spike is seen in both profiles at about 25 min. Clearly, the two profiles are strongly correlated. Since the current density is held constant for this test, the reaction rate and water production rate are fixed as well; therefore, the reason for the positive correlation between voltage and anode pressure drop is not immediately obvious.
Figure 4.2 AICI cell test at 0.5 A/cm$^2$. Upper left: fuel cell performance data; lower left: anode and cathode pressure drop; right: anode pressure drop and voltage data
Figure 4.3 AICl cell test at 0.5 A/cm$^2$. Upper: time evolution over 30 min of current density overlaid with the anode pressure drop. The other two sub-plots are close-up views of the two spikes over a narrow time span.

To understand the mechanism behind this correlation, we take a closer look at the two profiles in the vicinity of the spikes over a narrow time span of 50 s. In Fig. 4.3, we see that at the first voltage spike commences at 131 s, and the anode pressure drop responds after a slight delay at 138 s. Similarly, at the second spike, the voltage begins to rise at 1430 s, followed by the pressure drop’s response at 1445s. The voltage and anode pressure drop profiles were examined for fuel cells with the other flow field combinations as well, and it was noticed that the spike in the pressure drop always followed the voltage spike after a short delay.

Since the water production rate was held constant for these tests, the rise in the anode pressure drop must be due to water buildup in the anode channel. At the same
time, the rise in voltage must be due to a sudden drop in voltage losses. Since internal current and activation losses are less likely to change for the given cell temperature, the most likely scenario is that the ohmic loss was decreased by a sudden improvement in the membrane’s proton conductivity. We examined the anode humidifier temperature profile for the same time period from the test datasheet, and investigated the possible influence of humidifier temperature on fuel cell voltage. Fig. 4.4 shows that the cell voltage increased shortly after the hydrogen humidifier temperature spiked, and then decreased after the humidifier temperature dropped. Since the fuel cell was operated at open circuit for 30 min before discharging at 0.5 A/cm², the membrane might initially be in a relatively dry condition. Due to a spike in the humidifier temperature, the anode RH would rise rapidly improving the membrane’s hydration level, and consequently, its proton conductivity. Thus, a spike in the anode humidifier temperature leads to a drop in the ohmic voltage loss, and a spike in the cell voltage. Higher anode RH would also lead to a higher likelihood of liquid water condensation in the anode channels, which will cause a sudden rise in the anode pressure drop. Therefore, we see a strong correlation between the cell voltage and anode pressure drop. Furthermore, because the membrane is very thin, its rate of hydration is quicker than the rate at which water vapor condenses and accumulates in the gas flow channels, therefore the spike in the cell voltage slightly precedes the spike in the anode pressure drop.
Figure 4.4 Humidification temperature and voltage data for the AICI cell at 0.5 A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes
4.2 Correlation Between Fuel Cell Current Density and Pressure Drop

Figure 4.5 ASCI cell test at 0.6 V. Upper left: fuel cell performance data; lower left: anode and cathode pressure drop; right: anode pressure drop and voltage data

Figure 4.5 depicts the current density overlaid with the anode pressure drop at a fixed voltage of 0.6 V. The spikes in the current curve are strongly correlated with the spikes in the pressure drop profile. As before, we focused on the data in the vicinity of the spikes over a narrow time span of 50 s to investigate the mechanism responsible for this correlation, as shown in Fig. 4.6.

As seen earlier for the case of constant current density where the voltage spikes preceded the spikes in anode pressure drop, Fig. 4.6 shows that when the cell is operated at constant voltage, the current spike precedes the spike in anode pressure drop. It is reasonable that the spike in anode pressure drop is caused by a rise in the water production rate, i.e. the reaction rate, which is proportional to the cell’s current
density. Therefore, it stands to reason that the pressure drop rise lags a few seconds behind the sharp rise in current density. To investigate the reason for the spike in current density, we examined the anode humidifier temperature vs. time profile. Fig. 4.7 shows that the two spikes in the hydrogen humidifier temperature correspond closely to the two spikes in the current density curve; moreover, the rise in the humidifier temperature is always followed a short time later by a rise in current density. In fact, this behavior is identical to the one see earlier in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.7 also shows that the sharp increase in current density at around 20 minutes is correlated with an increase in the oxygen humidifier temperature. Higher humidifier temperature on either the anode or the cathode can increase the RH within the cell leading to better membrane hydration and reduced ohmic losses. Therefore, at a fixed cell voltage, a reduction in ohmic losses has the effect of increasing the cell’s current. A higher current implies a higher reaction rate, which means that the water production rate increases. Higher relative humidity also can aggravate flooding within the flow field channels. Considering the influence of both higher water production rate and higher water content in the incoming gas flow, we can conclude that they together contribute to the increase in the pressure drop; furthermore, it also explains why the rise in pressure drop lags slightly behind the rise in current density.
Figure 4.6 ASCI cell test at 0.6 V. Upper left: time evolution over 30 min of current density overlaid with the anode pressure drop. The other three sub-plots are close-up views of the three spikes over a narrow time span.
Figure 4.7 Humidification temperature and voltage data for the ASCI cell at 0.6 V for 30 minutes

4.3 Correlation Coefficients

We calculated the correlation coefficients between the anode pressure drop and cell output (voltage in the case of fixed current density, or current density in the case of fixed voltage) for each test run at standard operating conditions. The results are summarized in Fig. 4.8 and confirm that there is always a strong correlation between
anode pressure drop and cell output (correlation coefficient always exceeds 0.5).

![Figure 4.8 Correlation coefficients of anode pressure drop and cell current density at 0.6 V](image)

**Figure 4.8** Correlation coefficients of anode pressure drop and cell current density at 0.6 V

![Figure 4.9 Correlation coefficients of anode pressure drop and cell voltage at 0.5A/cm²](image)

**Figure 4.9** Correlation coefficients of anode pressure drop and cell voltage at 0.5A/cm²

### 4.4 Discussion

From Fig.4.2 and Fig. 4.5, it is interesting to note that the correlation between the anode pressure drop with fuel cell output is stronger than that between the cathode...
pressure drop and cell output. For example, in Fig. 4.5, all the spikes in the current
curve correspond with the spikes in the anode pressure drop profile; however, a similar
correspondence is not evident for the cathode pressure drop profile. This could be due
to the fact that the anode humidifier temperature experienced larger fluctuations than
the cathode humidifier temperature. Consequently, the RH fluctuations on the anode
side are larger, leading to a higher propensity for flooding in the anode channels and
the associated rise in the anode pressure drop.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we exploited fluctuations in the humidifier temperature of
± 20°C around the set point of 70°C to understand the effect of temperature
fluctuations on fuel cell performance and pressure drop behavior. Positive correlation
between anode pressure drop and fuel cell output was found. We took a closer look at
the anode pressure drop and fuel cell output profiles in the vicinity of spikes over a
narrow time span of 50 s and found that the fuel cell power output spike precedes the
spike in anode pressure drop. By examining the humidifier temperature vs. time
profile, we found that spikes in the humidifier’s temperature raised the RH in the cell
and led to an increase in the membrane’s proton conductivity which reduced ohmic
losses. Consequently, fuel cell performance improved. At the same time, higher anode
RH also increases the likelihood of liquid water condensation in the anode channels.
This explains the positive correlation between fuel cell output and pressure drop.
Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a novel asymmetric flow field combination design for PEMFCs was presented and its effect on net power output was investigated. The two new flow field combinations investigated here were anode-serpentine/cathode-interdigitated (ASCI), and anode-interdigitated/cathode-serpentine (AICS), and their performance was compared against conventional serpentine and interdigitated flow field designs. Net power output was evaluated for PEMFCs with four sets of flow field combinations using performance data and pressure drop data collected from test runs at constant voltage or constant current. The pressure drop of each cell under different test conditions was presented and compared. It was found that at high oxygen flow rate, high humidity and high current density could cause a relatively high pressure drop, and thus a large parasitic loss.

We also measured performance and pressure drop data for different sets of operating conditions and calculated the net power output and energy efficiency for each specific operating condition. Results show that the ASCI cell always has the best net power output among the four types of flow fields across all operating conditions tested due to a reasonably good performance combined with a small parasitic loss. ANOVA analysis was conducted for all the calculated results to assess the relative magnitude of random error in the experimental results. We also discussed the influence of operating conditions on the energy efficiency of the cells; for example, a
reduced oxygen flow rate can help to improve the energy efficiency by reducing parasitic losses significantly.

In conclusion, the new anode-serpentine/cathode-interdigitated PEMFC design evaluated in this work can significantly improve the net power output of the PEMFC system because of its low parasitic power losses, and offers a simple way to improve the net performance of PEM fuel cells, making it more cost effective.

The mechanisms responsible for dynamic changes in the anode and cathode pressure drops were also studied and discussed in this work; these studies led to a better understanding of the electrochemical reaction rates and their impact on water dynamics in the PEMFC. An increasing trend was found in some of the pressure drop profiles; as operation time increases, water is produced, diffused and condensed continuously inside the fuel cell, and the accumulation of liquid water in the gas channel can result in an increase in the pressure drop.

Besides power analysis, we also investigated dynamic fluctuations in the pressure drop and their relationship with fluctuations in the cell output and humidifier temperature. We found that the pressure drop in the flow channels always showed a positive correlation with the cell output; furthermore, the anode pressure drop was more strongly correlated with cell output than the cathode pressure drop since only the anode humidifier experienced large temperature fluctuations. The positive correlation between cell output and pressure drop arises from the spikes in humidifier temperature which raise the RH in the cell causing an increase in proton conductivity and reduced ohmic losses. The positive correlation is even stronger when the cell is operated at 50% relative humidity. The above findings confirm that inlet gas humidity can play an important role in PEM fuel cell operation due to its strong influence on proton
conductivity, reaction rate, liquid water dynamics, and compressor power consumption. Therefore, it influences the overall performance and net power output of the PEMFC system.

Due to limited time, in addition to the baseline value, we explored the influence of cell temperature and relative humidity at one other value (temperature 60°C and RH 50%). Future work can examine the influence of temperature and RH by conducting a systematic parametric study. For example, temperature can be varied from 30°C to 90°C in 10°C increments to determine the effect of low and high temperature on cell net power output for ASCI and AICS cells. Optimized operating conditions for each flow field can also be studied in the future. Finally, all of the studies presented here pertain to single cells; it would be useful to study how these novel asymmetric flow field combinations would perform when employed within a stack to assess energy savings.
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Appendix A

CALCULATION OF COMPRESSOR POWER

In Chapter 3, the method to calculate compressor power losses and net power output was given. Here it is explained again with more details:

Compressor power is evaluated using the given equation:

\[ P_{\text{compressor}} = c_p \frac{T_1}{\eta_m \eta_c} \dot{m} \left[ \left( \frac{p_2}{p_1} \right)^{\gamma - 1} \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

On the basis of the above equation, the compressor power for each cell discharging at constant voltage or constant current density for 30 minutes was calculated. Since the sampling rate for pressure drop is 1 Hz, the compressor power can be calculated at the same rate. The total energy consumed by the compressor is obtained by integrating the compressor power over its 30 min operation.

The total power generated by fuel cell was obtained using performance data for each test. Since the sampling rate of voltage and current density data is also 1 Hz, the total energy generated by the cell is obtained by integrating the instantaneous power over 30 min. The difference between the total energy generated by the cell and the total energy consumed by compressor is defined as the net energy output over 30 min. The average net power is calculated by dividing the net energy output by 1800s. In this manner, we obtained the net power for each test, namely as the difference between cell’s power output and the parasitic power losses.
Since we repeated tests three times at each specific operating condition for each cell, we obtained three sets of power data for each test group; the mean of these three data sets was used for presentation and comparison in this thesis. Detailed data for each test are presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Δp (kPa)</strong></td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>29.20</td>
<td>13.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td>13.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parasitic power</strong></td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power output</strong></td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>11.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>11.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Power</strong></td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviation</strong></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>mean of net power</strong></td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1 Voltage=0.6V; oxygen flow rate=2 slpm; temperature=70°C; anode RH=50%; cathode RH=100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Δp (kPa)</strong></td>
<td>26.71</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.55</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>25.40</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>9.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parasitic power</strong></td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power output</strong></td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>11.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.31</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>11.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>10.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Power</strong></td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>6.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviation</strong></td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>mean of net power</strong></td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>6.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2 Voltage=0.6V; oxygen flow rate=2 slpm; temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=50%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$ (kPa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasic power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>10.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>8.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of net power</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3 Voltage=0.6V; oxygen flow rate=1 slpm; temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$ (kPa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73.40</td>
<td>35.87</td>
<td>72.30</td>
<td>29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74.00</td>
<td>35.47</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>31.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73.30</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>73.50</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasic power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>13.63</td>
<td>11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.73</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.69</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>11.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.16</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>16.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>15.13</td>
<td>15.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.55</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>16.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of net power</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4 Voltage=0.6V; oxygen flow rate=4 slpm; temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$ (kPa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.60</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>10.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.78</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasic power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table A.5 Voltage=0.6V; oxygen flow rate=2 slpm; temperature=60°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power output</strong></td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Power</strong></td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviation</strong></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean of net power</strong></td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.6 Voltage=0.6V; oxygen flow rate=2 slpm; temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power output</strong></td>
<td>28.30</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>26.24</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.60</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>26.40</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.08</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>26.12</td>
<td>12.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parasitic power</strong></td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power output</strong></td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>14.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Power</strong></td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>9.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviation</strong></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean of net power</strong></td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>9.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.7 Current density 1A/cm²; oxygen flow rate=2; slpm temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH = 100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δp (kPa)</td>
<td>33.24</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>26.83</td>
<td>14.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>26.51</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.89</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>26.36</td>
<td>13.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitic power</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>17.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>17.53</td>
<td>18.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.38</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>16.86</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Power</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>13.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of net power</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>12.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.8 Current density=1.5A/cm²; oxygen flow rate=2; slpm temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Interdigitated</th>
<th>AICS</th>
<th>ASCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δp (kPa)</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td>12.93</td>
<td>27.84</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.53</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>28.10</td>
<td>12.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.34</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>27.99</td>
<td>12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitic power</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Power</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of net power</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.9 Current density=0.5A/cm²; oxygen flow rate=2; slpm temperature=70°C; anode RH=100%; cathode RH=100%
Appendix B

PRESSURE DROP AND CELL OUTPUT DATA

In Chapter 3, average pressure drop data and cell output data were presented for each test group; however, actual pressure drop curves and cell performance curves were not shown for brevity. Here, representative plots are presented for each test group to show the actual pressure drop vs. time and cell output vs. time profiles.

![Graph](image_url)  

**Figure B.1** Pressure drop profile in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm for 30 minutes
Figure B.2 Pressure drop profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm for 30 minutes.
Figure B.3  Pressure drop profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 1 slpm for 30 minutes

Figure B.4  Pressure drop profile in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes
Figure B.5  Pressure drop profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes

Figure B.6  Pressure drop profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes
Figure B.7 Pressure drop profile in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6V cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes

Figure B.8 Pressure drop profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes
Figure B.9  Pressure drop profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes

Figure B.10  Pressure drop profile in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes
Figure B.11  Pressure drop profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes

Figure B.12  Pressure drop profile in AICl flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes
Figure B.13  Pressure drop profile in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes

Figure B.14  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V under standard operating condition for 30 minutes
Figure B.15  Performance profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V under standard operating condition for 30 minutes

Figure B.16  Performance in ASCI flow field during discharge at 0.6V under standard operating condition for 30 minutes
Figure B.17  Performance profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V under standard operating condition for 30 minutes

Figure B.18  Performance profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes
Figure B.19  Performance profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes

Figure B.20  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and 60°C for 30 minutes
Figure B.21  Performance profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes

Figure B.22  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes
Figure B.23  Performance profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and cathode RH 50% for 30 minutes

Figure B.24  Performance profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes
Figure B.25  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes

Figure B.26  Performance profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.6V and oxygen flow rate of 4 slpm for 30 minutes
Figure B.27  Performance profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 0.5A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes

Figure B.28  Performance profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 0.5A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes
Figure B.29  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 0.5A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes

Figure B.30  Performance profile in AICS flow field during discharge at 1.0A/cm$^2$ for 30 minutes
Figure B.31  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 1.0A/cm\(^2\) for 30 minutes

Figure B.32  Performance profile ASCS flow field during discharge at 1.0A/cm\(^2\) for 30 minutes
Figure B.33  Performance profile AICS flow field during discharge at 1.5A/cm² for 30 minutes

Figure B.34  Performance profile in AICI flow field during discharge at 1.5A/cm² for 30 minutes
Figure B.35  Performance profile in ASCS flow field during discharge at 1.5A/cm² for 30 minutes
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